
M a r k t h a l  R o t t e r d a m

In October 2014, the first indoor market hall in the Netherlands opened. Located 
in Rotterdam, it impresses with its unique concept of being a lively place for 
shopping, working, going out and living. The size of a football field, a food 
market with its more than 100 booths is the heart of the market hall. Grocery 
stores, restaurants and much more complete the culinary offers. In addition, 
ten floors offer a total of more than 200 apartments and office spaces.

Forward-looking and well-planned vehicle access management with the highest 
customer service plays an important role for the Markthal Rotterdam. For a variety 
of users - including owners, tenants, customers, and guests - the almost 1,200 
available parking spaces offer a convenient parking option at the vibrant location.
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Together with Interparking, SKIDATA provides 
the Markthal Rotterdam with a modern online 
reservation option. In addition to the visitors 
of Markthal who can use this system to easily 
reserve their parking space before their drive, 
this approach is particularly interesting for 
the apartment and office owners. Using the 
online tool, they can conveniently reserve the 
appropriate number of parking authorizations 
for customers, employees or guests.

Another pioneering and above all environmentally 
friendly parking service in the Markhal is 
Eco Parking. With this solution, drivers 
of environmentally friendly, low-emission 
vehicles can park at discounted rates.

With the help of license plate recognition, 
the entering car and its energy label are 
identified. This is made possible through a 
connection between the parking solution 
and the database of the public service for 
road transport. If the car has a low emission 
rate, the driver is issued a special Eco 
Parking ticket, which grants the discount.

The mission of Interparking, „Making the world 
move better”, follows the principle of sustainable 
parking solutions such as Eco Parking. SKIDATA 
supports this initiative and, with SKIDATA parking 
solutions and interfaces to third party systems, 
provides for seamless integration and technical 
processing in everyday parking management.

Facts and Figures

Customer Interparking

Project Markthal Rotterdam

Installation Date Q4/2014, Q1/2015

Capacity / Size 1,200 parking spaces

SKIDATA Products • 8 Power.Gates
• 8 Barrier.Gates
• 6 Power.Cash
• 5 Credit.Cash
• Data carriers: RFID (keycard), LPR, QR Code, 

Barcode, EMC solution (bank and credit card), 
keytag for internal zone residents to level -4

Solution Implemented Parking.Logic

Requirement Forward-looking and well-planned vehicle access management with 
the highest customer service

Realization / 
Special Features

• Online-Reservation Sales Services ‘sweb.Reserve B2B/B2C’
• Eco Parking
• Single space detection (Indect link)
• License plate recognition
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